The Spa at HerbalQuest

Services

Body Treatments

Herbology Body Retexturizer:
Experience this Bioelement’s therapeutic body scrub that uses medicinal Chinese herbs to
smooth and retexture your skin from neck to toes. Warm hazelnut oil is applied to your body by
hand, followed by an exfoliating Herbology massage. You’ll then be cocooned in heated thermal
blankets to melt the gentle granules into your skin. A creamy masque laced with the same herbal
blend is then applied to your face. This suits anyone who wants a full-body skin rejuvenation
with the bliss of warm comfort. 60 min.

$115

Mud Therapy Body Masque:
Detoxify and stimulate your skin’s metabolism with therapeutic mud and aromatherapy. In this
revitalizing treatment, Mud Therapy is applied to your entire body and next you’ll be cocooned
in warm blankets to activate the purification process and help rid your body of toxins. This suits
anyone who needs to refresh from overindulgence and wants to re-energize. 60 min.

$105

Facials

Bioelements Custom Blend Facial:
This personalized facial is customized from start to finish. You’ll experience a uniquely blended
deep pore cleansing, enzyme exfoliation, massage to the face, neck, shoulders, arms, and hands,
followed by a therapeutic masque, and power serum designed to correct specific problems. This
facial suits anyone who wants to improve the appearance of their skin while enjoying a quiet
sense of peace and relaxation. 60 min.

$75

Bioelements Express Facial:
Refresh your epidermis with a gentle cleanse, exfoliation, face massage, toner, and moisturizer.
This facial is big on nourishment for those short on time. 30 min.

$55

Back Facial:
This rare treatment gives your neglected back the attention it craves but often misses for being
hard to reach. Let our therapists give you a hand or two by starting off with a double cleanse,
enzyme exfoliation, and detoxifying massage with hot stones, to finish off with refreshing toner
and moisturizer. This suits anyone who wants to remove dead skin cells and treat hard to reach
blemishes. 60 min.

$85

Lightplex Pigment Balancing Treatment:
A professional-strength pigment balancing serum is applied deep into your skin where dark spots
(hyper pigmentation) are formed. This facial treatment will help you attain even-toned, spotless
skin. This facial suits anyone who desires to even out their skin tone and fade dark spots. 60 min.

$95

Flaxx-C Anti-Aging FacialThis breakthrough treatment is created for skin what shows signs of aging. It's designed to
restore firmness to sagging skin as it lifts, tightens, and smoothes. Suites anyone who wants to
experience more resilient skin. 60 min.
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Peels & More
Pumice Peel Manual Microderm Abrasion Treatment
The ultra-fine pumice crystals in this machine-less microderm abrasion treatment peel away dull,
dreary cells, abrade uneven skin and visibly reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.
This resurfacing facial also includes a customized mask to infuse nutrients into your newly
polished complexion. Suits anyone who wishes for brighter skin with improved clarity and a
more even tone without the use of a machine. 60 min.

$100

Bioelements Lactic-Plus Peel:
This advanced, ultimate-strength peel contains organic lactic acid, enhanced by pumpkin fruit
enzymes and stimulating pomegranate, to provide a powerful surface peeling effect on dulling
skin. This facial suits anyone who desires a brighter, retextured complexion without any downtime. 60 min.

$100

Acne Clearing Treatment- An absolute must if you're breakout prone, have clogged
pores, or blackheads. This facial includes a medicated mask treatment that contains enzymes,
antioxidants, antiseptic, and anti-inflammatory ingredients. Suits anyone who fights against acne
and breakouts. 60 min.

$95

+
Combination Packages (massage and facial)
Shallow Waters:
Enjoy a 30 minute Bioelements Mini facial followed by a 30 minute Foot Reflexology massage.
Like shallow waters, this combination of services is gentle and relaxing. 60 min.

$90

Tranquil Lake:
Take your mind on vacation with a 90 minute Hot Stone massage combined with a 30 minute
Bioelements Mini facial. You will leave with that tranquil feeling of deep relaxation. 120 min.

$135

Saltwater Sanctuary:
You haven’t gotten lost at sea until you have this experience. Start with a 30 minute Swedish or
Deep Tissue massage followed by a 1-hour Mud Therapy Body masque, followed by a 1-hour
Bioelements Custom Blend facial. Talk about being overboard! 150 min.

$200

Note: 24 hr cancelation notice is required on all spa services to avoid incurring late cancelation fees.
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